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This article examines outstanding “sustainable” skyscrapers that received international

recognition, including LEED certification. It identifies vital green features in each building

and summarizes the prominent elements for informing future projects. Overall, this

research is significant because, given the mega-scale of skyscrapers, any improvement

in their design, engineering, and construction will have mega impacts and major

savings (e.g., structural materials, potable water, energy, etc.). Therefore, the extracted

design elements, principles, and recommendations from the reviewed case studies are

substantial. Further, the article debates controversial design elements such as wind

turbines, photovoltaic panels, glass skin, green roofs, aerodynamic forms, andmixed-use

schemes. Finally, it discusses greenwashing and the impact of COVID-19 on sustainable

design.

Keywords: power consumption, renewable energy, aerodynamic forms, recycling systems, structural materials,

greenwashing, COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

As cities cope with rapid urban population growth and attempt to curb urban sprawl, policymakers,
and decision-makers are increasingly interested in vertical urbanism. The United Nations estimates
that by 2050 the urban population will increase by about 2.5 billion people, which translates to
80 million dwellers a year, 1.5 million new a week, or 220 thousand a day (The United Nations).
Furthermore, it estimates that by 2100 the urban population will reach about 9 billion inhabitants,
doubling today’s urban population of 4.5 billion. Consequently, to accommodate the influx of urban
population while reducing urban sprawl, we must engage the vertical dimension of cities (Beedle
et al., 2007; Al-Kodmany and Ali, 2013; Wood and Henry, 2015).

Indeed, employing high-rise buildings is not the only way to increase urban density.
However, cities are embracing the tall building typology for additional reasons, including land
prices, demographic change, globalization, urban regeneration, agglomeration, land preservation,
infrastructure, transportation, international finance, and air right, among others (Short, 2013;
Binder, 2015; Kim and Lee, 2018; Abbood et al., 2021). Notably, we have seen in the last 20 years,
or so an unprecedented, accelerated pace in constructing significant high-rises. In the previous
two decades, the world added 12,979 tall buildings (100+m) to the 7,804 buildings they previously
built. Further, “cities have erected over 1,361 towers with heights that exceed 200m, while they built
only 284 before. Cities also constructed 150 supertalls (300+m), while they constructed merely 24
supertalls previously. Further, cities recently completed three megatalls (600+ m); and obviously
built none before” (Al-Kodmany, 2018a, p. 31).

Climate change demands a new sustainable design that addresses serious challenges such
as massive storms, earthquakes, and flooding. Urban planners have recently developed new
models, for example, a “sponge city,” which advocates designing buildings and infrastructure that
safely accommodate anticipated massive flooding. The “sponge city” model builds on the Green
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Infrastructure (GI) model that aims to improve water
management systems and enhance the ecological wellbeing
of urban habitats. Integrating green elements in buildings and
their surrounding will surely help to absorb rainwater. Similarly,
incorporating innovative engineering and architectural solutions
helps capture and recycle rainwater, further reducing the
likelihood of flooding (Yeang, 2008; Wang et al., 2018).

Goals and Objectives
The prime goal of this research is to map out “green” design ideas
that contribute to the sustainability of tall buildings. This research
is significant because, given the mega scale of skyscrapers, any
improvement in their design, engineering, and construction
will have mega impacts and significant savings. Therefore, the
extracted design elements, principles, and recommendations
from the case studies examined in this article are substantial.
For example, tall buildings require extensive structural materials
(Krummeck andMacLeod, 2016). Therefore, we can significantly
reduce costs and carbon emissions by employing appropriate
technologies and efficient structural systems. Likewise, tall
buildings accommodate many tenants who consume enormous
quantities of water. We can save valuable potable water by
utilizing efficient water systems and gray and black water
recycling systems through the full height of tall buildings.
Collectively, this article informs the readers of innovative ideas
and promising projects that support sustainable architecture,
engineering, and urban planning (Yeang, 1995, 1996, 2020).

Sustainability as a Comprehensive
Conceptual Framework
Sustainability is a buzzword and a current policy, planning,
and grant writing trend. Undoubtedly, the concept of urban
sustainability continues to help guide and support architecture
and urban developments (Kim and Lee, 2018; Abbood et al.,
2021). In 2015, the United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, which details 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG’s) and 169 Actionable Targets to be
realized by 2030. In particular, Goal #11 refers to creating
sustainable cities and communities. Further, the United Nations
World Urban Forum (WUF), the world’s premier conference
on urban development, has embraced “sustainability” as an
overarching theme for its agendas. The commitment to SDG’s
has been apparent since WUF’s first meeting in 2002, titled
“Sustainable Urbanization,” in Nairobi, Kenya, through the latest
in 2020, in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. In the same
vein, in 2016, the United Nations Conference on Housing
and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III) adopted the
New Urban Agenda (translated to 33 languages), stressing
sustainability. Like the United Nations focus on and interest
in sustainability, other important organizations, such as the
World Bank, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), Local
Government for Sustainability (ICLEI), and Global Platform
for Sustainable Cities (GPSC), have worked on and supported
local and global sustainability projects, initiatives, and programs
(United Nations) (Short, 2013; Kim and Lee, 2018).

Likewise, the term “sustainability” frequently appears in
academic literature and is discussed in professional conferences.

In the United States, the American Planning Association (APA),
the prime professional planning organization, continues to use
the term “sustainability” in its National Planning Conference
(NPC) and publications. In 2010, at the United Nations 5th
WUF, the APA announced the creation of the Sustaining Places
Initiative, which focuses on sustainability as a key to all urban
planning activities. In recent years, the program has published
several key reports, articles, and books that highlight this
planning approach; see Sustaining Places: Best Practices for
Comprehensive Plans by Short (2013), Binder (2015), Godschalk
and Rouse (2015).

This research views “sustainability” as an overarching theme
that links ideas of “ecological,” “green,” “resilient,” and “smart,”
where each feeds into the three pillars of sustainability: social,
economic, and environmental. That is, “sustainability” can
be viewed as a central concept due to its comprehensive
framework represented in its three pillars (social, economic, and
environmental) or the 3Ps (people, profit, and planet), where
“people” refers to community wellbeing and equity; “profit” refers
to economic vitality; and “planet” refers to the environment
and resource conservation. These pillars or dimensions are also
expressed by the 3Es (equality, economic, and ecology) or what
is known as the triple bottom line TBL or 3BL. Sustainability
seeks to balance these three dimensions according to short- and
long-term goals and across geographic scales—from individual
habitats to neighborhood, community, city, region, country,
continent, and the planet (Binder, 2015; Al-Kodmany, 2018a).

Sustainability has emphasized the concept of endurance and
long-term survival. As such, it augmented the idea of resilience.
In turn, global warming and climate change have produced
abnormal rates of flooding, droughts, storms, tidal surges, soil
erosion, and sea-level rise, which collectively prompted resilience
as paramount. As such, sustainable and resilient designs have
merged and promoted emergency preparedness to reduce the
harmful impacts on people, infrastructure, and institutions
caused by unanticipated future natural disasters (Krummeck and
MacLeod, 2016).

Similarly, sustainability has always supported embracing
technology to improve the performance of buildings,
infrastructures, and overall quality of life. For example, it
has advocated using technology to generate “green” energy
and advanced rail mass systems over the private automobile.
Integrating technology into the urban environment is meant to
improve the three pillars of sustainability, including economic,
social, and environmental.

As such, a plethora of innovative “smart” technologies
(e.g., smart elevators, smart appliances, smart payment, smart
infrastructure, smart grid, smart trafficmanagement systems, and
smart parking) intend to achieve greener, more sustainable, and
resilient cities. For example, smart grids can enable the efficient
handling, distribution, and delivery of electricity throughout the
city. Smart meters can warn homeowners or businesses when
they have leaks in their water systems. Smart buildings employ
intelligent features that use energy efficiently while increasing
user comfort by collecting and interpreting data related to power,
security, occupancy, water, temperature, and humidity (Yeang,
2020).
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Overall, the sustainability concept has been developed to
become comprehensive and inclusive over the past three
decades. It helps us adapt our activities to the constraints and
opportunities of the natural systems needed to support our lives.
It also helps planning for balanced developments that make
urban centers prosper and natural landscapes flourish as an
integral component of a diverse economy and cultural heritage.
Worldwide, sustainability efforts are growing because people—
including city officials, planners, architects, and community
members—can more easily see the links between environmental,
economic, and social objectives and higher quality of life (Yeang,
1995, 1996).

CASE STUDIES

Over the past decade or so, a wealth of creative green
solutions have been developed through the design and
construction of skyscrapers, providing valuable knowledge

that will benefit the development of future towers (Du
et al., 2015; Oldfield, 2019). An in-depth evaluation
would require building performance and operation data
currently unavailable. In some cases, the data is simply
not collected, and in others, the data is collected but not
shared for liability reasons. Therefore, instead of focusing on
evaluation, this paper elaborates on the sustainable design
features employed in some of the world’s most notable
contemporary skyscrapers (Wood, 2013; Al-Kodmany, 2015a,
2018b). The following 12 case studies highlight vital green
features of modern skyscrapers. They come mainly from
three continents, including North America, China, and the
Middle East.

Bank of America Tower
Bank of America is one of the world’s major financial institutions.
Bank of America Tower (also known as One Bryant Park)
was designed by Cook + Fox Architects (Abbood et al.,

TABLE 1 | Bank of America Tower: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Bank of America Tower

City: NYC

Number of stories:

Above ground: 55

Below ground: 3

Height:

To Tip: 365.8 m/1,200 ft

Architectural: 365.8 m/1,200 ft

Occupied: 234.5 m/769 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: #60

North America: #10

NYC: #8

Year of completion: 2009

Design: Cook + Fox Architects

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Platinum

• On-site cogeneration plant

• Ice storage system

• Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system

• Air filtration system removes 95% of airborne particulates

• Air monitoring system tracks CO2, CO, VOCs, and small particulates

• Curtain wall with low-E glass and heat-reflecting ceramic frit automated dimming system

• Water management and recycling system (graywater); harvest rainwater; waterless urinals and low-flow fixtures

• A high percentage of the building’s materials and furniture come from recycled or locally sourced materials located within 800 km

(500 mi) of NYC

• Building’s steel was made from 87% recycled materials, and the concrete was made from cement containing 45% recycled

materials

• Interior materials are low-VOCs, sustainably harvested, manufactured locally, and recycled wherever possible

• 91% of all construction and demolition waste was recycled or otherwise diverted from going to landfill (Ali and Moon, 2007;

Al-Kodmany, 2014)

TABLE 2 | Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Bank of America Tower: Key

green features

City: NYC

Number of stories:

Above ground: 33

Below ground: 2

Height:

To Tip: 109.7 m/360 ft

Architectural: 109.7 m/360 ft

Occupied: N.A

Ranking:

Worldwide: N.A.

North America: N.A.

NYC: N.A.

Year of completion: 2008

Design: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects

Function: Residential

Certification: LEED Platinum

• Insulated low-E curtain wall and terra cotta rain-screens that provide thermal insulation, reduce the need for heating and cooling

and accentuate aesthetics

• Curtain wall was prewired for motorized solar shades to reduce solar gain

• Single master switch at the entrance of each unit allows residents to turn off lights in all rooms simultaneously as they leave the

residence.

• Building-integrated solar panels

• 35% of its electric load is sourced from Green-e energy certified provider that employs wind and other renewable energy sources

• Natural gas powers the residential cooling systems and contributes to the lowering of peak electricity demands on New York

City’s power grid

• On-site blackwater treatment system; low-flow fixture, harvesting rainwater

• Building’s potable water is centrally filtered

• Uses environmentally safe paints, adhesives, and sealants, and no or low VOCs materials to provide healthful indoor

environments

• Wood was harvested in conformity with Forest Stewardship Council certified standards

• Half of all materials used to construct the tower were sourced within an 800 km (500 mi) radius (Robinson and Safarik, 2014;

Moon, 2018)
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TABLE 3 | One World Trade Center: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: One World Trade Center

City: NYC

Number of stories:

Above ground: 94

Below ground: 5

Height:

To Tip: 546.2 m/1,792 ft

Architectural: 541.3 m/1,776 ft

Occupied: 386.5 m/1,268 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: #6

North America: #1

NYC: #1

Year of completion: 2014

Design: Skidmore, Owings, and

Merrill LLP

Function: Office/Hotel/Retail

Certification: LEED Gold

• Twelve hydrogen fuel cells, which generate 4.8 megawatts of power, partially power the tower

• Waste heat output from the fuel cell system is recycled and used for hot water and heating

• Central Chiller Plant

• The building draws as much as 70% of its power from green energy sources

• A water management system that collects rainwater and recycles graywater, which is used to cool the building, irrigate the

landscape, and provide fire protection.

• Low-flow plumbing fixtures

• Curtain wall with insulated glazing units and ultra-clear Glass

• Automatic dimming devices

• Over 3,000 monitoring stations within the building were linked to air handling software to provide fresh air when necessary.

• Building’s structural materials contain a minimum of 75% recycled materials

• Used “Green Concrete”

• Fifty percent of all wood products installed in the tower were certified by the Forest Stewardship Council

• The building does not contain VOCs or chemicals that leach in a gaseous form (Tsang, 2014; Ilgin, 2018)

TABLE 4 | The Tower at PNC Plaza: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: The Tower at PNC Plaza

City: Pittsburgh, PA

Number of stories:

Above ground: 33

Below ground: 3

Height:

To Tip: 166 m/544 ft

Architectural: 166 m/544 ft

Occupied: 129.2 m/424 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: 4,027

North America: N.A.

Pittsburgh: #7

Year of completion: 2014

Design: Gensler

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Platinum

• DSF incorporates vents in the outer skin, operable windows in the inner skin with the 1-m (3-ft) cavity. They work in a concert

of building management system (BMS) informed by sensors to facilitate natural ventilation

• Solar chimney, which enables the exhaust of hot air through the stack effect

• Water conservation and management systems that treat gray and black water, harness rainwater, and utilize low-flow fixtures

• Uses locally sourced building materials, including FSC-certified red maple wood grown in western Pennsylvania

• Building’s furniture was made from recycled materials

• Small lease span (Barkham et al., 2017; Al-Kodmany, 2018c)

2021). The 336m (1,200 ft) tall, 55-story BoA tower is
proclaimed to be among the greenest skyscrapers in the U.S.
It is the first commercial high-rise to earn LEED Platinum
certification, the highest designation from the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC). Table 1 highlights the building’s
green features.

The Visionaire Tower
The Visionaire Tower is a 35-story building located in Battery
Park City, NYC. Completed in 2008, the tower contains 251
condominium units. Notably, it was the first to receive the LEED
Platinum from the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in
New York City and is considered one of the greenest residential
condominiums in the U.S. Pelli Clarke Pelli served as the
architect (Al-Kodmany, 2018b). Table 2 highlights the building’s
green features.

One World Trade Center
On September 11, 2001, the twin towers of the World Trade
Center and several other buildings in Lower Manhattan were
damaged or destroyed. Soon after the devastation, the ambitious
reconstruction to replace and honor the World Trade Center
began. The massive One World Trade Center on the northwest
corner of the 6.5-ha (16-ac) site was completed in 2015. The radio
antenna that tops the 123m (400 ft) spire reaches a symbolic
height of precisely 541m (1,776 ft) high to honor the year of
America’s independence. The 105-floor 1 WTC is the tallest in
North America (Binder, 2015). The building was designed by
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM). Table 3 highlights the
building’s green features.

The Tower at PNC Plaza
The 33-story, 167m (554 ft) Tower at PNC Plaza is the
new corporate headquarters for the PNC Financial Services
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TABLE 5 | Salesforce Tower: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Salesforce Tower

City: San Francisco, CA

Number of stories:

Above ground: 61

Below ground: 3

Height:

To Tip: 326.1 m/1,070 ft

Architectural: 326.1 m/1,070 ft

Occupied: 274.6 m/901 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: 119

North America: 17

San Francisco: #1

Year of completion: 2018

Design: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Gold

• Full outside air economizer ventilation systems with floor-by-floor air intake via high-efficiency air-handlers

• Under-floor air distribution (UFAD) reduces dependence on HVAC systems and improves occupant comfort and zone

controllability

• Floor-to-ceiling glazing

• Water management and recycling system that reduces water use by 54%

• Rooftop “City Park” (Yeang, 2007; Wang et al., 2018)

TABLE 6 | Devon Energy Center: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Devon Energy Center

City: Oklahoma, OK

Number of stories:

Above ground: 52

Below ground: 2

Height:

To Tip: 257.4 m/844 ft

Architectural: 257.2 m/844 ft

Occupied: 227.3 m/746 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: #475

North America: #72

Oklahoma City: #1

Year of completion: 2018

Design: Pickard Chilton

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED-NC Gold

• Floor-to-ceiling glazing with high-performance clear Glass and low-E coating

• Raised-floor office environment

• Energy use has been modulated by district cooling with on-site cogeneration

• Water conservation system that contains highly efficient plumbing fixtures and recycles used water, reducing consumption by

up to 40%

• Materials from the pre-existing parking lot and garage were reused in the new site, diverting 68,000 tons of waste and

concrete from landfills (Beatley, 2016; Gan et al., 2017)

Group, one of America’s oldest financial institutions.
Gensler led the tower’s architectural design, and Buro
Happold led the building’s engineering in collaboration
with the consulting firm Paladino & Co. The tower was
completed in 2015 and received LEED Platinum certification
(Barkham et al., 2017). Table 4 highlights the building’s
green features.

Salesforce Tower
The 326m (1,070 ft) tall, iconic Transbay Tower is
the tallest building in San Francisco, CA. Designed by
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects, the 80-story office tower
is located adjacent to the San Francisco Transbay
Transit Center (SFTTC), a multi-modal transportation
hub. The building received LEED Gold certification
(Al-Kodmany, 2020). Table 5 highlights the building’s
green features.

Devon Energy Center
The Devon Energy Center is the new headquarters of the
independent oil and natural gas producer Devon Energy
Corporation, located in the heart of Oklahoma City. The 50-
story building was completed in 2012. Designed by New Haven-
based architects Pickard Chilton, the Devon Energy building
is among the largest LEED-NC Gold-certified buildings in the
world (Al-Kodmany, 2018b). Table 6 highlights the building’s
green features.

Manitoba Hydro Place
Manitoba Hydro is a major government-owned energy utility
(electric and natural gas) in Manitoba, Canada. The complex
consists of two 18-story twin office towers that sit on a stepped,
three-story podium. Completed in 2009, it is the first in Canada
to achieve LEED Platinum Certification from the Canada Green
Building Council (CaGBC), the highest certification available
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TABLE 7 | Manitoba Hydro Place (MHP): Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Manitoba Hydro Place (MHP)

City: Province of Manitoba, Canada

Number of stories:

Above ground: 52

Below ground: 2

Height:

To Tip: 114.9 m/377 ft

Architectural: 114.9 m/377 ft

Occupied: N.A.

Ranking:

Worldwide: N.A.

North America: N.A.

Province of Manitoba: N.A.

Year of completion: 2008

Design: Kuwabara Payne McKenna

Blumberg Architects

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Platinum

• The heating and cooling provided primarily by a geothermal system

• The tower’s natural ventilation system is provided by a solar chimney, automated and operable windows, and three 6-story

winter gardens, containing water features that humidify/dehumidify the fresh air

• Narrow floor plates

• Floor-to-ceiling glazing

• DSF with a 1m (3ft) wide cavity

• T5 fluorescent lights with sensors and a dimming system

• Intensive, deep-soil green roofs

• Low-profile (only 21 stories)

• 80% of the building’s materials come from previously existing structures on the site (Bunster-Ossa, 2014; Lavery, 2016)

TABLE 8 | The Bow: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: The Bow

City: Alberta, Canada

Number of stories:

Above ground: 57

Below ground: 6

Height:

To Tip: 237.5 m/779 ft

Architectural: 237.5 m/779 ft

Occupied: 216.7 m/711 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: #747

North America: #105

Alberta, Canada: #2

Year of completion: 2012

Design: Foster + Partners

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Gold

• Efficient diagrid structural system

• Aerodynamic form

• Sky gardens that run the full height of the atria and act as climatic buffer zones that insulate the inner office space

(Al-Kodmany and Ali, 2016)

under the LEED program. The challenge was to design an energy-
efficient building in a place that experiences extreme climates—
temperatures fluctuating from −35◦C to +34◦C (−31◦F to
+95◦F) over the year (Oldfield, 2019). Table 7 highlights the
building’s green features.

The Bow
EnCana Energy Company needed a significant building to
consolidate its scattered staff and help revitalize Calgary’s
downtown, Alberta, Canada. The tower was named after
the Bow River and forms the first phase of a master
plan covering two city blocks on the east side of Centre
Street, a central axis through downtown Calgary. The 58-
story Bow office building rises to 238m (779 ft) and is
the tallest office tower in Calgary. The skyscraper is the
headquarters for energy giants EnCana (TSX:ECA) and Cenovus
(TSX:CVE), among other companies. The 238m (781 ft)

tower was designed by Foster and Partners and completed
in 2012. The Bow has achieved LEED Gold certification (Al-
Kodmany and Ali, 2016). Table 8 highlights the building’s
green features.

Shanghai Tower
The Shanghai Tower is the third tower in the trio of supertall
buildings, including Jin Mao Tower and the Shanghai World
Financial Center, located in the heart of Shanghai’s new
Lujiazui Finance and Trade Zone. Rising to a height of 632m
(2,073 ft), it is the tallest building in China. The 121-story
tower offers a mix of functions, including offices, hotels,
shops, restaurants, and the world’s highest open-air observation
deck at 562m (1,844 ft). The tower has achieved LEED
Platinum certification (Al-Kodmany, 2015a). Table 9 highlights
the building’s green features.
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TABLE 9 | Shanghai Tower: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Shanghai Tower

City: Shanghai, China

Number of stories:

Above ground: 128

Below ground: 5

Height:

To Tip: 632 m/2,073 ft

Architectural: 632 m/2,073 ft

Occupied: 583.4 m/1,914 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: #2

China: #1

Shanghai: #1

Year of completion: 2015

Design: Gensler

Function: Hotel/Office/Retail

Certification: LEED Platinum

• The tower is divided into nine vertical neighborhoods with 12-to-15-story-tall sky-gardens, which act as buffer zones between

the inside and the outside and form DSF

• The tower’s form aims to resist the typhoon-level winds by embracingmultiple strategies, including asymmetry, tapering, rounded

corners, and a reduced floor plate as the tower rises

• Advanced lighting controls

• Efficient Central Plant

• Wind turbines

• Natural gas-fired cogeneration system

• Rainwater collector

• Graywater recycling system

• Mixed-use tower (Goncalves, 2010; Al-Kodmany, 2017)

TABLE 10 | Greenland Group Suzhou Center: Key green features.

Building information Green features

Name: Greenland Group Suzhou

Center

City: Suzhou, China

Number of stories:

Above ground: 77

Below ground: 3

Height:

To Tip: 358 m/1,175 ft

Architectural: 358 m/1,175 ft

Occupied: 328.8 m/1,079 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: N.A.

China: N.A.

Suzhou: N.A.

Year of completion: 2022

Design: Skidmore, Owings, and

Merrill LLP

Function: Hotel/Office

Certification: LEED-CS Silver

• 30-floor atrium that facilitates vertical stack effect

• Water management and conservation system that uses efficient building fixtures, rainwater harvesting, condensate recovery

• Aerodynamic form

• Mixed-use tower (Ali and Moon, 2007)

Greenland Group Suzhou Center
At 358m (1,175 ft), Greenland Group Suzhou Center (also
known as Wujiang Greenland Tower) visually anchors the
Wujiang waterfront of Suzhou City, China. The tower is part
of a larger multi-block development, and Suzhou Center aims
to function as the catalyst. The 78-floor tower accommodates a
mixed-use program of hotels, serviced apartments, offices, and
retail space. The building was completed in 2021 and aimed to
achieve LEED-CS Silver status (Kim and Lee, 2018). Table 10
highlights the building’s green features.

Parkview Green FangCaoDi
Parkview Green FangCaoDi complex is located in the heart
of Beijing’s Central Business District (CBD). It is an iconic
landmark and a potent symbol of creative design thinking that
promotes attractive forms, efficient utilities, functionality, and

enjoyable experiences. The project was designed by Integrated
Design Projects, engineered by ARUP, developed by Hong Kong
Parkview Group, and is owned by Beijing Chyau Fwu Properties
Ltd. Parkview Green FangCaoDi has achieved LEED Platinum
certification. The project was opened to the public in 2012 (Wood
and Salib, 2013; Al-Kodmany, 2015a). Table 11 highlights the
building’s green features.

Al Bahar Towers
Al Bahar Towers, the new headquarters for the Abu Dhabi
Investment Council, occupy a prominent site on the North
Shore of Abu Dhabi Island in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Completed in 2012, the project comprises two 25-story, 150m
(490 ft) tall office towers. They are among the first buildings in
the Gulf to receive the U.S. Green Building Council LEED Silver
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TABLE 11 | Parkview Green FangCaoDi: Key green features.

Building location Green features

Name: Parkview Green FangCaoDi

City: Beijing, China

Number of stories:

Above ground: 18

Below ground: 3

Height:

To Tip: 87.0 m/285 ft

Architectural: N.A.

Occupied: N.A.

Ranking:

Worldwide: N.A.

China: N.A.

Beijing: N.A.

Year of completion: 2010

Design: Arup

Function: Hotel/Office/Retail

Certification: LEED Platinum

• Pyramidic “microclimatic” envelop that improves the thermal performance of the building, which work in tandem with natural

stack ventilation

• DSF with a significant gap that improves the building’s thermal performance

• Water-conservation features; graywater system

• Mixed-use complex

• 25% of the total building materials were made from recycled materials

• Employing Texlon ETFE, 100% recyclable material

• 81% of its construction waste was recycled, minimizing the complex’s carbon footprint (Al-Kodmany, 2018b; Wang et al.,

2018)

TABLE 12 | Al Bahar Towers: Key green features.

Building Green features

Name: Al Bahar Towers

City: Abu Dhabi, UAE

Number of stories:

Above ground: 29

Below ground: 2

Height:

To Tip: 147 m/482 ft

Architectural: 145.1 m/476 ft

Occupied: 120 m/394 ft

Ranking:

Worldwide: N.A.

UAE: N.A.

Abu Dhabi: N.A.

Year of completion: 2012

Design: Arup

Function: Commercial Office

Certification: LEED Silver

• Outer skin revives the traditional mashrabiyya. It comprises a series of transparent umbrella-like units made of PTFE

(polytetrafluoroethylene) open and close in response to external solar conditions. Sensors on the façades communicate solar

conditions to the building’s management system (BMS), which controls the opening and closing of the units (Al-Kodmany,

2015b)

rating (Al-Kodmany, 2014). Table 12 highlights the building’s
green features.

DISCUSSION

Vital Green Features
The reviewed case studies offer a wealth of green features.
These are inspirational and form a foundation for architects
interested in sustainable skyscrapers. Table 13 summarizes the
prime green features based on LEED key topics and links
them to sustainability. It gives the reader a quick overview and
comparison among the different buildings.

Who Pays and Who Gains?
It is often unclear who benefits from employing green features.
Table 14 attempts to illustrate the complexity of the issue by
differentiating among the various stakeholders.

Making a Choice
The tables provided in this article help navigate “green”
options. The decision will rely on multiple factors, including
cost and benefit analysis. All the green features that suggest
employing technology, the final decision will depend on
the availability and affordability of technology. When
technology needs to be shipped thousands of miles,
environmental, and monetary costs could be high. As
a result, some of the claimed green features may not
be green and may render to be controversial. Here are
some examples:

Wind Turbines
Due to the higher velocity of wind at higher altitudes, it
would make sense to take advantage of greater heights of
tall buildings by integrating wind turbines into them. Further,
turbines produce power on-site, saving power transmission costs.
As such, tall buildings have the potential to harness wind energy.
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TABLE 13 | Crucial green features based on LEED key topics and link to sustainability.

LEED Topic Green features Intended benefits Sustainability

dimensions

Energy and

Atmosphere (EA)

• On-site cogeneration plant

• Natural gas-fired cogeneration system

• Central Energy Plants

• Green-e energy certified provider

• Wind turbines

• Solar panels/building-integrated photovoltaic

(BIPV) system

• Geothermal systems

Generating and utilizing clean energy,

reducing carbon emission, and saving

finite energy sources by using

renewable energy

Environmental

Water Efficiency

(WE)

• Rainwater harvesting systems

• Recycling graywater and blackwater systems

• Low-flow fixtures

• Waterless urinals

Saving potable water, putting less

strain on municipal infrastructure,

reducing urban flooding, and

reducing amount of graywater and

sewage that need to be channeled to

treatment plants

Environmental

and economic

Indoor

Environmental

Quality (EQ)

Air Social

• Automated and operable windows

• DSF with significant cavity and vents in the outer

skin and operable windows in the inner skin

• Solar chimney

• Gardens with water features

• Tall atria with vents that facilitate the vertical

stacking effect

• Complete outside air economizer ventilation

systems with floor-by-floor air intake via

high-efficiency air-handlers

• Under-floor air distribution (UFAD)

• Monitoring stations/sensors that track CO2, CO,

VOCs, and small particulates

• Sensors are linked to air handling software to

provide fresh air when necessary

• Air filtration systems

Improving health of occupants by

improving indoor air quality using

natural and engineering systems

• Environmentally safe paints, adhesives, and

sealants, and no or low VOCs materials

Improving the health of occupants by

enhancing indoor air quality

Lighting

• Narrow floor plates or shallow lease span

• Floor-to-ceiling glazing

Harnessing natural daylighting to

improve tenants’ comfort and

reducing costs of artificial lighting and

demand on power and associated

CO2 emission. Also, improving visual

connection with the outdoor

environment

• Automated dimming systems

• T5 fluorescent lights

Reducing costs of artificial lighting

and demand on power and reducing

associated CO2 emission

• Shading systems and heat-reflecting ceramic frit Reducing demand on cooling and

improving occupants’ comfort

• Low-E coating Improving the thermal performance of

Glass and reducing costs of cooling

and heating

Materials and

Resources (MR)

Building Environmental

• Locally-sourced materials Reducing transport costs and

associated CO2 emission and

supporting the local economy

• Recycled and recyclable materials Turning waste into an asset and

reducing demand on finite natural

resources

(Continued)
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TABLE 13 | Continued

LEED Topic Green features Intended benefits Sustainability

dimensions

• Wood products that are certified by the Forest

Stewardship Council

Promoting responsible forest

management and helping in reducing

the impact of climate change

• Green concrete Reducing energy consumption, CO2

emission. Also, using industrial waste

and improving longevity

Construction and demolition process

• Recycle and use materials of previously existing

structures on the site

• Recycle and use waste generated materials by

the construction process

Saving on materials and natural

resources and reducing

transportation costs and associated

CO2 emission

Furniture

• Made from recycled materials Turning waste into an asset and

reducing demand on finite natural

resources

• Locally sourced Reducing transport costs and

associated CO2 emissions. Also,

supporting the local economy

Sustainable Sites

(SS)

• Vertical landscaping such as green walls, sky

gardens, and green roofs

Improving health conditions by

enhancing air quality, ambiance, and

aesthetics

Environmental

and social

Location and

Transportation (LT)

• Locate close to mass transit nodes Reducing Vehicles Traveled Miles

(VTM) and associated CO2 emission.

Also, reducing traffic congestion and

parking footprint

Environmental

and economic

Innovation (IN) • Articulate form and reduce the height Minimizing casted shadow Environmental

and economic

• Craft an aerodynamic form (e.g., asymmetry,

tapering, rounded corners, and a reduced floor

plate as the tower rises)

Improving the tower resistance to

wind, particularly at higher altitudes

where the wind is most potent

• Efficient structural systems such as the diagrid Reducing costs of structural systems

• Geothermal systems Taping into under-utilized natural

resources and offering cleaner means

for cooling and heating

• Ice storage system Reducing cooling costs and reducing

demand on the power grid during

peak time

• Solar chimney Improving air and thermal quality

• Smart skin Responding intelligently to changing

climatic conditions

Regional Priority

(RP)

• A mixed-use scheme that integrates multiple uses

such as retails, residential, office, hotel, amenities,

and recreations

Improving connectivity, reducing

travel distances, and boosting

economic synergy and social life

Environmental,

economic, and

social

However, only a handful of tall buildings employed wind turbines
worldwide due to practical challenges (e.g., turbulence, small
blade size, specialized maintenance, little return on investment,
and accidents). For example, BahrainWorld Trade Centre, which
innovatively integrated wind turbines, reports that management
has stopped the turbines as tenants complained about the noise
generated by the turbines. Similarly, the power generated by
wind turbines installed on the top of the Strata SE1 in London
was too little—it can barely light the hallways of the building.
Eventually, the turbines were turned off. Likewise, Pearl River
Tower reports little benefits from the employed turbines. In

the case of Hess (Discovery) Tower in Houston, turbines were
never operated because one of the blades fell off the roof onto a
pickup truck.

Photovoltaic Panels
Similar renewable energy means, such as photovoltaic panels,
continue to be largely impractical. First, the roof area in
a skyscraper is relatively small and is often preoccupied by
mechanical and digital equipment and antenna. Second, other
buildings could block facades of tall buildings. In places that
feature long overcast days, solar harnessing is minimal. Further,
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TABLE 14 | Who pays and who gains by employing green features?

LEED Topic Users, occupants,

tenants, and visitors

Owners Developers “Green” industries Society at large and

environment

Energy and

Atmosphere (EA)

Reduce utility bills Incur higher upfront

construction costs but

gain lower operational

costs

Gain tax incentives

and funding

opportunities

Gain profit by selling

systems, parts, and

equipment

Reduce carbon emissions,

protect the environment, and

combat climate change

Water Efficiency

(WE)

Reduce utility bills Incur higher upfront

construction costs but

gain lower operational

costs

Gain tax incentives

and funding

opportunities

Gain profit by selling

systems, parts, and

equipment

Reduce chances of urban

flooding and amount of

graywater and swage that

needs to be channeled to

treatment plants

Indoor

Environmental

Quality (EQ)

Enjoy healthier environment Incur higher upfront

construction costs but

gain higher rental and

occupancy rates

Gain tax incentives

and funding

opportunities

Gain profit by selling

systems, parts, and

equipment

–

Materials and

Resources (MR)

Educate about the necessity

to preserve natural

resources

Incur higher upfront

construction costs

Gain tax incentives

and funding

opportunities

Gain profit by selling

systems, parts, and

equipment

Reduce emissions, preserve

natural resources, and help in

combating climate change

Sustainable Sites

(SS)

Enjoy and educate about

indigenous vegetation and

biodiversity

Gain efficient system Gain tax incentives

and funding

opportunities

Gain profit by selling

systems, parts, and

equipment

Respect and value the natural

environment, reduce flooding,

and promote biodiversity

Location and

Transportation (LT)

Facilitate convenience and

foster healthy habits such

as daily walking and biking

Gain higher rental and

occupancy rates

– – Reduce emissions, protect the

environment, and combat

climate change

Innovation (IN) Inspire, educate, and

promote innovation

Gain fame Gain expertise and

fame

Advance science and

technology

Advance science and

technology

Regional Priority

(RP)

– – – – Meet local environmental,

social equity, and public health

priorities

the technology continues to be inefficient. Therefore, the return
on investment is low, discouraging developers from pursuing this
type of renewable energy.

Glass Skin
Glass skin continues to be controversial. Glass allows
in natural light, resulting in a significant saving on
artificial lighting. However, Glass increases the demand for
cooling and heating. Low-emission coating mitigates the
problem. In any case, climatic conditions may influence
the decision on the glass percentage. Some architects
argue that overall Glass should not exceed 50% of the
building. However, real estate experts argue that location
to desirable views such as lakes and parks makes the
Glass desirable.

Green Roofs
Again, the roof of a skyscraper is relatively tiny, and it is
often preoccupied with mechanical and digital equipment.
Further, wind’s high velocity at higher altitudes may
render the place uncomfortable. However, there have been
some cases that feature “successful” rooftop parks. For
example, the rooftop park in Marina Bay Sands bridges
three tall buildings, creating a spacious entertaining
space in the sky—it became the signature feature of the
entire complex.

Aerodynamic Forms
Aerodynamic forms are meant to mitigate the impact of wind by
deflecting its forces. By so doing, the required structural elements
will be reduced, entailing significant cost savings. However,
manipulating form should not result in unfunctional interior
spaces. Further, we may need to overcome “vanity height” (i.e.,
reducing rather than boosting height for showing off). “A 1,500-
foot (457-m) skyscraper must be fifty times stronger against the
wind than a 200-foot (61-m) one (Al-Kodmany, 2018b, p.71).”
Tall buildings are tested in a tunnel wind laboratory to optimize
their forms at the design stage. A famous example is Burj Khalifa;
the architects optimized its final form in a wind tunnel.

Mixed-Use Towers
Recently, mixed-use tall buildings have been proliferating all
around the world. As the name indicates, mixed-use towers
offer spaces for multiple functions, including residential, office,
hotel, retail, educational, restaurant, café, sky-park, and sky-
garden functions. The CTBUH defines a mixed-use tower as a
tall building that contains two or more functions, where each
of the functions occupies at least 15% of the tower’s total space.
Car parks and mechanical plant space do not count as mixed-
use functions—though incorporating them could be essential.
A mixed-use tower could be more sustainable than a single-
use tower for multiple reasons, namely economic uncertainty
and fluctuating markets, commercial synergy that results from
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diverse functions, adaptive reuse, convenience, and smaller plates
on upper floors. Indeed, in an unstable economy, a mixed-
use building offers greater opportunities to secure investment
in real estate development because the rental income comes
from multiple sources. Second, various uses guarantee the
presence of people and economic activities for longer hours—
potentially around the clock—thereby providing convenience to
local tenants and improving the perceived safety and security.
Third, mixed-use towers have the potential to use resources and
waste efficiently. For example, the water system can capture
graywater from residential spaces (which generate a larger
amount of graywater) and transfer the recovered water to the
cooling system of office spaces where water consumption is high
and potable water use is low. This type of system can drastically
reduce the use of potable water (which is generally used in the
cooling system) in office spaces, resulting in significant savings.

The above examples illustrate that choosing a green feature is
not always straightforward. Likewise, assessing “greenness” could
be controversial. For example, the Bank of America Tower in
NYC employed green features, and upon completion, developers
and owners claimed to be among the world’s greenest skyscrapers.
It explicitly uses the most efficient energy technologies, such as
a 4.6-megawatt combined heat and power plant that runs on
natural gas. The wasted heat created for electricity is recycled to
heat and cool the building in winter and summer, respectively,
thus reducing overall natural gas usage. However, the skyscraper
is one of the city’s highest energy users because it hosts large stock
and bond traders who require intensive computing. Similarly,
abusive behavior of tenants (e.g., keeping lights on when not
needed, overusing water in the shower, etc.) could alter the
expected results. As such, trade-off analysis will help decide on
selecting green features.

Greenwashing
While sustainability is an important concept, we need to stress
that greenwashing is prevalent. Cities’ “green” agendas have been
“hijacked” by industries that wish to take advantage of the new
trend by converting sustainable missions into money-grubbing
businesses. Industries propagate the notion that new technologies
offer superior benefits. Mouzon reflects on this issue by stating:
“Today, most discussions on sustainability focus on ‘gizmo green,’
which is the proposition that we can achieve sustainability
simply by using better equipment and better materials” (Mouzon,
2010, p. 42). Indeed, integrating “smart” technology and “green”
machines into our daily life is essential; nevertheless, “this is only
a small part of the whole equation. Focusing on gizmo green
misses the big picture entirely,” according to Du et al. (2015,
p. 43). We need to question where the technology comes from.
In the context of the United States, he argues that using Low-
E Glass imported from China and selling organic produce from
Chile do not necessarily contribute to making our cities more
sustainable when we consider transportation and environmental
implications. We need to pay attention to both the broader issues
of sustainability and the smaller measures such as banning plastic
bags, restricting lawn watering, and using renewable energy.

COVID-19 and Sustainable Skyscraper
Design
Most of the examined buildings were conceived and constructed
before COVID-19. However, the recent pandemic has stressed
the sustainability mission of making our buildings healthier.
For example, COVID-19 has reminded us of the importance of
natural ventilation that helps reduce the spread of the virus. In the
post-pandemic era, it will be easier to make the case to invest in
intelligent systems that ensure a high-quality air supply. Likewise,
it is likely to be easier to make a case for water filtering systems to
fight situations where a virus can contaminate the water supply.

The pandemic also has reminded us of the importance of
green and communal spaces within and around tall buildings,
on and beyond the ground level, such as sky gardens, sky
parks, green roofs, Phyto walls (modular wall system comprising
containers of hydroponic plants), public parks, indoor gardens,
plants, and open spaces to offer occupants accessibility to nature
within tall buildings and combat adverse effects of high density.
Architects and tenants will value outdoor elements such as
terraces, courtyards, gardens, and balconies to ease access to
natural ventilation, daylight, and fresh air.

Further, because of the pandemic, many people will likely
favor natural elements such as green landscaping and community
gardens to improve air quality and reduce carbon emissions
resulting from transporting food. Similarly, the pandemic has
taught us the importance of bringing natural light and sun
rays into our buildings and public spaces to kill germs and
improve our bodies’ immune systems. Extra hygiene could be
further emphasized in dense places (such as high-rise buildings)
in every aspect and scale, such as elevators, stairways, hallways,
corridors, door handles, and the like. For reinforcing indoor
hygiene, many other innovations will take place. Spaces for
exercise and meditation are likely to be emphasized in future
offices. Therefore, we predict that a “value” shift is underway. As
public health becomes a priority, the sustainability mission will
become a priority (Al-Kodmany, 2018d,e).

CONCLUSION

Given the massive densification of the 21st-century city,
architects, engineers, and urban planners increasingly face the
challenge of constructing taller buildings. This review paper
examines prominent examples of “sustainable” skyscrapers
of varying geographic locations, climates, and socio-cultural
contexts. It summarizes the prime green features based on
LEED key topics and links them to sustainability. The findings
are inspirational and form a design foundation for building
sustainable skyscrapers. They would help navigate “green”
options while considering who pays and benefits from them. The
discussions also elaborate on controversial issues.
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